CLC, an organization to improve quality of life through community based learning activities.

Structure of our organization

- Chairman
- General advisor
- Members
- Coordinator
- Management committee

An organization established in 2003/01/06 AD in hemja VDC of kaski district with primary objective of increasing literacy rate and supporting creativity of local illiterate people.

First run under the leadership of BHIM PRASAD SHRESTHA with only 6 self employment committees and 2 literacy classes.

Today there are 1000 members in 110 female self employment committees, 62 common members under the presidency of BISHNU KUMARI SHRESTHA.

This organization is not only supporting local community but is also extending its roots in surrounding communities.
OUR ACHIEVEMENTS

- Sewing training to female teenagers.
- Career development and leadership training to female teenagers.
- Agriculture training to illiterate farmers.
- Training programs to CLC members to increase efficiency.
- Promotion of CLC website.
- Secondary level essay writing competitions.
- Computer training programs.

OUR RECENT ACTIVITIES

- Co-ordination with child care centre.
- Daily committee meeting and post literacy classes evaluation.
- Self-employment for livelihood along with saving and loan facilities.
- Assistance to CEC and computer training for female and teenagers.
- Promotion of sewing trainings and distribution of sewing machines.
- Beauty parlor training programs.

OUR FUTURE PLANS

- Regional capacity building training with the help of UNESCO.
- Promotion of Community Electronic Centre assisted by SAARC DF.
- Preparation of annual books.
- Carry our activities on our own building.
- Promotion of leadership trainings.
- Run open school and basic class.
- To establish our organization as a model CLC of Nepal.
- To establish resource centre and promote it.

PROBLEMS AND CHALLENGES

- Facilities not according to need of time for social mobilization.
- Still lack of proper use of technological equipments.
- Not able to establish our own building.
- Still unable to run Community Electronic Centre effectively.
Photo gallery

Our current working CLC building

Our Office Room

Our Computer Classes

Training program for illiterate females

Goat as well as chicken rearing
Agricultural supports

Dustbin distribution program

Training for CLC members

A group of CLC members and CLC supporters

Program based on literature

Informal educational class run on CLC building
Speech of NFEC director Mr Baburam Poudel in five days training program

Speech of UNESCO president Mr Top Raj Panta

Program conducted with DEO Mr Ambika Acharya

Literacy announcement program

Literacy announcement program with secretary of ministry of education Mr Narayan Gopal Malegu as chief guest

Free eye check up for aged group
Agricultural supports

A click on international literacy day

Award received by Mrs Gaumati Tripathi on International literacy day

Thank you for your time